
ASTRONOMYANDASTROPHYSICS16.5.1993E�etive-medium theories for osmi dust grainsErratumV. OssenkopfMax-Plank-Gesellshaft, Arbeitsgruppe \Staub in Sternentstehungsgebieten", Shillerg�a�hen 2, O-6900 Jena, FRGOriginal January 29, 1991; Erratum May 16, 1993Abstrat. The treatment of the e�etive medium theorieswith magneti dipole term in Set. 2.2 of the original paper(Ossenkopf V. 1991, A&A 251, 210) is inonsistent sine thediret inuene of the permeability on the refrative indieswas negleted. The equations in Set. 2.2 and the results oftheir appliation in Set. 3.1 have to be revised.Although the magneti dipole e�ets in an inhomogeneousmedium were taken into aount in the sattering matrixmethod by an e�etive permeability ��, the diret inueneof this permeability on the refrative indies of the e�etivemedium was not onsidered. In a onsistent treatment we haveto substitute � in all equations of Set. 2.2 by � � � as theorret square of the refrative indies for all omponents andthe e�etive medium. Also the size parameter x has to be or-reted by a fator p��. Then, Eq. (16) beomes ompletelysymmetri in the eletri and magneti ontributions and weobtain for the �rst terms of the sattering amplitudea1 = 2i3 ��� ����+ 2�� x3+ i5 ����2+ ����2� 6������+ 4����2�� (��+ 2��)2 x5b1 = 2i3 ��� ����+ 2�� x3+ i5 ����2+ ����2� 6������+ 4����2�� (��+ 2��)2 x5a2 = i15 ��� ��2��+ 3�� x5b2 = i15 ��� ��2��+ 3�� x5; (16)where �� and �� denote the dieletri funtions and �� and ��the relative permeabilities of the subgrain � and the environ-ment, respetively.In the leading x3-terms the dieletri funtion and themagneti permeability are ompletely deoupled. For partilessmall ompared to the wavelength (x�1), where we only haveto onsider the �rst term in a1 and the �rst two terms in b1,the ondition from Eq. (15) that P� a�1 =P� b�1 = 0 gives anequation for �� that does not depend on the magneti prop-erties of the grains. Therefore, the e�etive dieletri funtionwill not be inuened by any quantities from b1. However, asthe e�etive permeability is mainly determined by the seondb1-term, it also depends on the dieletri funtions of the ma-terials. The indued magneti dipole term is translated into ane�etive permeability �� di�erent from 1 even if all the on-stituents are nonmagneti materials.

The orreted expressions for Eq. (17) desribing the on-tributions for ore-mantle grains area1 = 2i3 ��(�m� ��) + r��(��+ 2�m)��(�m+ 2��) + 2r��(�m� ��)x3b1 = 2i3 ��(�m� ��) + r��(��+ 2�m)��(�m+ 2��) + 2r��(�m���)x3+i=5�1��mÆ(4��)��5(��� 4r��)2(�m�m� ����)�9��2(�m�m� 5����)�36r5=3�m[�2(� + �m) + (4�m2� 6��m)�m℄�� [��(�m+ 2��) + 2r��(�m���)℄�2�x5with �� = �+ 2�m ; �� = �� �mand �� = �+ 2�m ; �� = �� �m; (17)where the upper indies  and m denote the the ore and themantle material and r is the volume fration of the ores inthe ore-mantle partiles.With these orreted formulae it turns out that the bestmeasure for the importane of the indued magneti dipolee�ets is not their ontribution to the absorption eÆienybut their ontribution to the sattering amplitude, expressedby the ratio b1=a1.b1a1 � 130 j�jx2 (18)This ratio has to be ompared with the relative error that oneallows in a omputation.Fig. 2 shows the results of the appliation of the revisedformulae to the optial behaviour of the dirty siliate grainswith inlusions of iron partiles. The embedded iron grainshave radii of 7 nm, 60 nm and 120 nm and a volume onentra-tion of 5%. Figs. 2a and 2b ontain the spetra of the absolutevalues of the dieletri funtions and of the relative permeabil-ities for the three e�etive media. In Fig. 2 the absorptioneÆieny for small grains onsisting of the e�etive materialsare shown.Now, the dieletri funtions are the same for all ases,sine they deouple from the magneti behaviour.In ase of the 120-nm iron grains the small-x limit is alreadyviolated at the shortest wavelengths explaining the bending ofthe absorption urve below 1.6 �m.In Fig. 3 we plotted the quantity 1=30 j�j x2 from Eq. (18) asthe better estimate for the importane of the magneti dipoleterm for iron grains with the three onsidered radii.
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Fig. 2. Siliate with inlusion of iron grains with a radius of 7 nm(solid line), 60 nm (dotted line), and 120 nm (dashed line) : (a) abso-lute values of the e�etive dieletri funtions; (b) absolute values ofthe e�etive permeabilities; () absorption eÆieny for grains witha radius of 100 nm made of materials with the e�etive onstants.

Fig. 3. Estimate of the relation between magneti and eletri sat-tering by the term 1=30 j�jx2 for iron grains with a radius of 7 nm(solid line), 60 nm (dotted line), and 120 nm (dashed line).This artile was proessed by the author using Springer-Verlag LATEXA&A style �le 1990.


